
0,74 oz

CONTOUR
40044

40048

40047

40045

PSSCONT-C10

40046

LIGHTWEIGHT AND EFFECTIVE
21 g of strength: sturdy, protective, stylish, comfortable and lightweight.
CONTOUR is one of the top three best-selling models.

Microfibre pouch
ETUIFS

SUPPLIED WITH

   NON-SLIP BRIDGE

    NON-SLIP TIPGRIP TEMPLES

   ANTI-STATIC

CONTOUR

https://www.toolsid.com/bolle/


CONTOUR
CONTOUR

40044  Z87+ U6  Z87+Taiwan/CSA Z94.3 Anti-fog anti scratch ( )

40045  Z87+ U6S  Z87+Taiwan/CSA Z94.3 Anti-fog anti scratch ( )

Yellow 40046  Z87+ U6S  Z87+Taiwan/CSA Z94.3 Anti-fog anti scratch ( )

PSSCONT-C10  Z87+ U6S  Z87+Taiwan/CSA Z94.3 Anti-fog anti scratch ( )

40047  Z87+ U6S  Z87+Taiwan/CSA Z94.3 Anti scratch 

40048  Z87+ U6S  Z87+Taiwan/CSA Z94.3 Anti scratch

 PACKAGING AND EAN13 CODE

40044 40045 40046 PSSCONT-C10 40047 40048

Individual plastic bag 054917277369 054917277376 054917277383 3660740009427 054917277390 54917277406

10 safety spectacles 
per inner box 054917277369 054917277376 054917277383 3660740109424 054917277390 54917277406

180 safety spectacles 
per outer pack 054917277369 054917277376 054917277383 - 054917277390 54917277406

240 safety spectacles 
per outer pack - - - 3660740209421 - -

C

Clear

Smoke

        
         

MODEL VERSIONS REFERENCES LENS MARKING FRAME MARKING COATINGS

 = Manufacturer Name 

Z87+ = Impact rated for Plano product - tested and approved to ANSI

Z87.1-2015

Lens type
o Clear = none
o Welding = W and Shade number from 1,3 to 14
o UV	filter	=	U	and	scale	number	from	2	to	6
o Visible	light	filter	=	L	and	scale	number	from	1,3	to	10
o IR	filter	=	R	and	scale	number	from	1,3	to	10
o Variable tint = V
o Special purpose = S

ESP, Extra Sensory Perception. An 
innovative coating to reduce dazzle 
and	 the	 harmful	 affects	 of	 blue	 light.	 ESP	 filters	
57% of blue light, transmits 64% of visible light, 
99.99% of UVA/UVB.

A technology approved for permanent wear
and	 certified	 with	 perfect	 optical	 quality, 
it	 offers	 unbeatable	 comfort	 by	 filtering 
glare	and	reflections.	Ideal	for	the	maritime
environment. Filters 99.99% of UVA/UVB.

CHARACTERISTICS

LENSES PC - 2,2 mm - Curve 8

FRAME PC

TEMPLES Nylon + TPE

STRAP Non applicable

FOAM Non applicable

LIGHTWEIGHT AND EFFECTIVE

LENS MARKING FRAME MARKING

TECHNOLOGY CLEANING AND STORAGE

 = Manufacturer Name 

Z87+ = Impact rated for Plano product - tested and approved to ANSI

Z87.1-2015

ANSI: Standard      Manufacturer name
ANSI: guaranteed minimum resistance of the protective eyewear against
everyday risks including dropping the protective eyewear onto the ground,
ageing by light exposure, exposure to heat or corrosion etc.
Maximum protection for glasses. Use for high speed particles at extreme

temperatures.

Bollé Safety product approval certificates to CE standards will be sent 
on request.

CLEANING: The lenses should be cleaned regularly. Bollé Safety recommends only using 
the B-clean lens cleaning system.

MAINTENANCE: Pitted, scratched or damaged lenses must be replaced by replacing the 
complete product. If the frame is damaged also replace the complete product. After each 
use	it	is	recommended	to	keep	the	spectacles	or	goggles	in	a	microfiber	pouch	or	rigid	case.

STORAGE: All products must be stored in a dry and clean environment.
This permanent coating on both sides of the lens 
gives them a high resistance to scratching (1.4 
cd / m²), to the most aggressive chemicals and 
delays the onset of fogging for 2 minutes. In all 
circumstances and at all times the PLATINUM 
lens innovation guarantees your eyes improved 
protection. 

This innovating coating is an effective solution for  
all  activities  that  alternate  exposure  to  bright  
light  and  low  light,  while  also  being  suitable for 
extreme hot and cold temperature environments.
CSP   is   also   combined   with   the   exclusive   
PLATINUM®  coating  that  sustainably  combats  
fogging.

Learn more about work wear and safety equipment on our website.

https://www.toolsid.com/work-wear-safety-equipment.html

